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Abstract 

Representing Spatial Relations (Part II) 

-The Geometrical Approach-

Jorg-Peter Mohren 

Jurgen Muller 

DFKI - The German Research Center for AI 

Stuhlsatzenhausweg 3 

D-6600 Saarbrticken 

Germany 

Tel.: ++49 681 302 5322 

e-mail: mueller@dfkLuni-sb.de 

The representation and analysis of spatial relations is a tough problem in AI and 

Cognitive Science and is hence heavily discussed in the literature. Our general approach 

to this problem is to use a two-level representation where the relations may either be 

defined on a logical/propositional level or in terms of a three dimensional model of co

ordinates. Here we occupy ourselves with an approach to analyze spatial relations on the 

depictionallcvcl, i.e. on a representation of spatial scenes by space co-ordinates . 

First we describe a representation formalism for spatial objects, based on boundary 

representations. Coming from that, we introduce a method for testing the applicability of 

spatial relations between two or more objects. The degree of applicability of a spatial 

relation results from the deviation of the object to be located from an 'ideal position' 

which is specified by the reference object(s) and various influences by spatial properties 

of the regarded objects like size or shape, where the deviation results from 

trigonometlical computations. 

Key words Spatial Relation, Knowledge Representation 

Area: Knowledge Representation 
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1. Introduction 

The ability of processing spatial knowledge is a fundamental characteristic of intelligence 

as we see it. This aspect of intelligence cannot only be found amongst human beings, but 

also amongst other, often much lower developed creatures. Also the ability of describing 

the positions of objects in space relatively to others is not reserved to man. E.g., bees can 

describe the location of food to members of their beehive by dance-like movements 

([DS82]). This ability allows beings to communicate about real world events, even if one 

of the communicating persons only partially knows the scene. 

Primarily, man uses language to describe spatial affairs, supporting his statements by 

gestures. On the other hand, he receives a picture of his surroundings by his eyesight. 

We see that he uses language-like or propositional representations of spatial relations 

on the one hand, and image-like or depictional representations on the other (see also 

section 2) . So we come to the question, how one can be transformed to the other. What 

we need, is a transformation interface between the two representation formalisms, 

as the following graphic explains: 

Description of spatial relations by 
logic formulas 

Extraction of spatial relations from a scene 
in a spatial co-ordinate system 

We so ohtain a hybrid system for the representation of spatial knowledge (Fig. I ). The 

idea of a hyhrid representation formalism comes from cognitive science ([Ko80)). The 

so-called Imagery Debate at last came to the result that both representation formalisms 

are used at the same time, dependant from the work that is to be done. E.g., you know 

that your house is left of your neighbor's house, because you see the houses everyday. 

This fact is stored up propositionally . On the other hand, scenes you have only seen once 

are stored depiction ally, already because this 'mind picture' contains much more 

information than the single relation lefcof(my_lwuse, neighbour _house}. When needed, 

the relation can he deducted from the depiction . 
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natural language 

Rule-based 
inferences 

Fig.l : Hyblid systems for space representation 

Pictures, Scenes 

Inspection of image-like 
representations 

You can deduct any spatial relation (and, in general, any spatial prope11y of the 

represented objects) from the depiction when you have the needed deduction algorithm. 

As we will see later, in general it is not possible to combine propositional formulas (e.g., 

logic formulas) to new fOl1l1ulas by mechanisms like transitivity. 

The general aim is to design a system that allows the communication on spatial affairs in a 

multi-agent scenario of natural agcnts (human beings) and artificial agcnts (robots, expc l1 

systems etc.). 

Example: Imagine a depot where a warehouseman controls the work of several robots. 

An XPS administrates the goods. Especially it knows where all the things arc 

stored. So it could desclibe the position of some object to the warehouseman . 

On the other hand, the warchouseman could give orders like : 'Bring me the 

box behind the pillar' to one of the robots. 

This lillIe example already shows that both, the XPS and the rohots, should have the 

ability of understanding human space descriptions and generating own descriptions in a 

way that is understandable to man. Therefore, our aim will be to develop a system that is 

capable to extract spatial relations from a given scene description. The scene description 

may be given to the robots e.g. by laser scanning of the surroundings, or by incremental 

inserting and removing of objects in a given initial scene (e.g., the description of the 
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empty depot). The underlying idea of the developed method is independent of the data 

stl1lcture by which the scene is represented, though, of course, certain representation 

formalisms support the algorithms in a better way. 

2. Representation of Spatial Objects 

In this section, we will present a formalism for representing spatial objects in a three

dimensional co-ordinate system. We presume that the spatial objects are completely 

known, i.e., we know the exact co-ordinates of all their points or can deduct them easily. 

The formalism bases on the idea of boundary representation of spatial objects (comp. 

[M09I], chapter 2). The basic idea is to build up n-dimensional objects from (n-1)

dimensional, i.e., lines from points, planes from lines and 3D-objects from planes. We 

will restrict ourselves to a BNF-like introduction of the formalism, including shon 

explanations where needed: 

Points 

<point> ::= (REAL REAL REAL) 

---7 The three components represent the co-ordinates of the point in a given three

dimensional co-ordinate system. 

Lines and arcs 

dine> ::= ( <starting_point> <end_point> ) 

---7 A line is represented by his statting and end point. 

<circulacarc> ::= ( <statt_point> <end_point> <center> <arcpoint> ) 

---7 A circular arc is represented by his statting and end point, the center of the circle 

it is lying on, and the arc-point which represents a point on the arc that is neither the 

statting not the end point. This point serves for the orientation of the arc, as Fig.2 

makes clear. 

<elliptical_arc> ::= ( <statt_point> <end_point> <centerl> <center2> <arc_point» 

---7 The representation of elliptical arcs is the same as for circular arcs, except the fact 

that there are two center points needed instead of one. 

Planes 

<closed_trail> ::= ( { dine> I <circulacarc> I <elliptical_arc> }+) 

---7 A closed trai l is an ordered list of arcs and lines where the starting point of the 

first line (arc) is the end point of the last one. 

<even_plane> ::= <closed_trail> 

---7 An even plane is a coherent set of points that are all lying in one plane, that 

means, they can all be described by a function ax+by+cz+d = 0 (a,b ,c E IR). This 
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function can easily be deducted from three points of the plane that are not lying on 

the same line. The lines and arcs describing the closed trail delimit the plane. 

<spherical_plane> ::= ( <closed_trail> <sphere_center> <surface_point> ) 

--? A spherical plane is the surface or a coherent part of the surface of a sphere. The 

closed trail delimits the plane if it is only a part of the surface, otherwise it is only a 

point. 

<cylindrical_plane> 

--? A cylindrical plane is the mantle surface or a coherent prut of the mantle surface of 

a spheric cylinder represented by the center line. The plane is delimited by one or 

two closed trails. 

3D-objects 

<3D_object> ::= ( {<even_plane> I <spherical_plane> I <cylindrical_plane> }+) 

--? A three-dimensional object is built up from a list of planes. It must be assured that 

these planes build a completely closed object because the developed algorithms 

presume this. 

n.) Representation of a pattial circular arc 

M (?PhJ 

P. 

--> ( p P C M) 
I i+! 

I 

b.) Representation of a complete circular arc 

--> (P. P. eM) 
I I 

Fig.2 : Representation of arcs 

It is ohviolls that this formalism will not do to represent all possible objects (cf. [M091], 

secI.6) . But on the other hand, one must consider that it is often adequate to reduce the 

real world ohjects to simplified representations. Therefore, this method shall be sufficient 

for our purpose . 
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3. Analysis of Spatial Relations 

3.1 Introduction to Spatial Relations 

A spatial relation R describes to position of a spatial object LE (located entity) relatively 

to other objects ROj (reference objects). The number of reference objects depends on the 

relation R and can (in principle) be any number in INO. 

Example: here(box_l) 

in_froncof(box 1, box2) 

--7 no reference object 

--7 one reference object 

between(box_l, box_2, box_3) --7 more than one reference object 

Our aim is to develop a system that is capable of comparing spatial objects with respect to 

their degree of acceptability of a spatial relation, as the following example makes clear: 

Example: Imagine the depot outlined in Fig.3. The warehouseman asks the robot to get 

the box in front of the pillar. The robot sees that there are two boxes standing 

in front of the pillar, but he remarks that the right box is 'more in front of the 

pillar' than the left one, so he chooses the right one. 

Fig.3 : Different degrees of applicability of the relation 'in_froncof(pfUar, x) 

Therefore, we interpret spatial relations as "fuzzy" relations, i.e., as functions with 

values in the real interval [0,1]. We shall call the value of an instantiated spatial relation 

R (LE, ROl, ... , ROn) the degree of applicability of R to LE and R01,u.,ROn . 

We separate the spatial relations in several classes (cf. Fig. 4). First, we differ between 

topological and directional relations. We call a spatial relation topological if it only 

refers to topological aspects of LE and R01, ... ,ROn. Especially, they are independent of 

the viewer's position. Basic examples are the relations in, near and between. The 

opposite of the topological relat ions are the directional relations which describe the 

direction in which the located object is positioned in respect to the reference object. This 
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direction is a non-topological property and can only be specified relatively to a given 

reference system. Examples for directional relations in three-dimensional space are 

left/right of, in front of !behind and above!below. 

Further we subdivide spatial relations in basic relations, composed relations and 

relations with refined specification. A basic relation is elementary within the 

meaning that their analysis cannot be reduced to other relations (cf. Fig.4). Composed 

relations result from the combination of two or more basic relations by the boolean 

operators and and or. Examples are combinations like left behind (combined by and) or 

besides (combining left of and right of by or ). 

Topological Directional 
relations relations 

basic inside / outside of in front of / behind 
relations 

between left of / right of 

near above / below 

composed left/right in front oflbehind 
relations 

left/right abovclbclow 

[in front oflbehind abovelbelow] 

besides 

relations with at left at / light at 
refined 
speci ricat ion in front of at / behind at 

on [ / under at ] 

directly left of / light of 

directly in front of / behind 

directly above / below 

<spatial adverbial specification> <spatial relation> 

Hg.4 : Classification of spatial relations 

Spatial relations can he refined hy adverbial definitions which specify certain spatial 

propel1ies like the distance or located and reference object. We obtain spatial relations like 

Oil ({f/J(}\'(! where the distance should be zero) or 50 ynrds left of. 
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Up to here, we only introduced spatial relations which describe the spatial relation 

between fix positions of objects. But beyond this, spatial relations can also describe the 

movement of an object in space by relations like along, into or out of We so get a further 

distinction in static and dynamic relations. In this paper, the analysis of dynamic 

relations shall not be handled. For those who are interested in this aspect we refer to 

[Mo91] and [ABHR86a]. 

3.2 External Influences to Spatial Relation Analysis 

The degree of applicability of a spatial relation depends on numerous factors. The first 

factor is the view which is the decisive influence for the directional relations. The view 

determines the reference frame of the reference object RO, i.e., which side of RO is 

assumed to be the front (back, left, right, upper, lower) side. 

A directional relation Rd can be used in several modes (cf. also [Re88], [M091] and 

[ABHR86b] ) : 

- Intrinsic use 

In intrinsic use the reference frame is determined by intrinsic propelties of RO. E.g., 

the front side of a house could be the side with the main entrance. 

- Extrinsic use 

In extrinsic use, influences of the situational context are used to determine the 

reference frame. Such an influence is for example the actual direction of movement of 

the object. We also use em1h gravitation for determining the upper and lower side of 

an ohject. 

- Dcictic use 

In ddet ic use, t he reference rrame is determined by the viewer's position. The front 

side or the ohject is the side he directly looks at when staring at the object. In a 

dialogue, the viewer can either he the speaker, the listener or any other person. 

Ex.unple: Seen from my position, the hox is left of the pillar 

Looki ng from the door, the box is right of the pillar. 

We don't want to deepen the prohlematic nature of different views in here, and therefore 

refer to the literature as enumerated ahove. 

Further inlluences to the degree or applicahility arc intrinsic properties of the located 

ohject LE and the reference ohject RO (lHPRR]). Aspects like size or contextual impor

tance in general increase the degree or applicahility. On the other hand, the degree can be 

decreased hy competing refe rence ohjects, i.e., objects of great size or impol1ance in the 
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neighborhood of the reference object diminuate its influence range. Just so disturbing 

influences like e.g. walls between reference and located object can decrease the degree . 

This short introduction to influences shall do in here. A good treatise on these aspects can 

be found in [HP88]. 

3.3 The Method of Referred Fronts for Spatial Relation Analysis 

In this chapter we develop a new method for spatial relation analysis. The method bases 

on following ideas : 

1.) The degree of applicability of a spatial relation R depends only on the position of the 

referred front of the located object LE which is determined by the reference object 

RO and the relation R to RO. 

2.) The degree of applicability results primarily from the deviation of LE from an 'ideal 

position'. 

3 .) Little movements of the objects LE and RO should cause only little changes in the 

degree of applicability of the relation R (LE, RO). 

We first should define the term 'referred front'. All the directional relations define a 

direction vector in IR 3, and that is the vector that points to the front of LE that is related 

by the relation. E.g., for the relation in front of the direction vector points to the front 

side ofLE. 

Def.: If LE is an object in three-dimensional space, and d a direction vector in IR3, then 

the referred front of LE identified by d is defined as : 

RF(LE,d) = { x E aLE I -,3 y E LE and -,3 (5 > 0 : x = y + (5d } 

The set of points RF(LE, d) can be interpreted as a set of planes (planes in the 

sense of the representation formalism of §2). 

The referring front of a reference object RO identified by d is defined as 

RF-l(RO, d) = RF(RO, -d) 

E.g., the referred front of LE relative to the relation infront of is the front side of 

LE, the referring front of RO is the back side of RO. 

In this definition, aLE is the rim of LE, i.e., the set of points on a border plane of LE (for 

exact definitions, cf. to [M091] or standard literature on mathematical analysis. We don't 

want to deepen the difficulties of computing the referred front of an object LE, and 

instead referto [M091], pages 49-52 and 81-84. 
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We can thus reduce the problem whether a spatial object LE stands in a certain relation R 

to another object RO to the question whether the referred front of LE stands in this 

relation to RO or, better said, to the referring front of RO. This refers only to the 

directional relations and the topological relations between and near. The relations in and 

outside of are handled separatedly, because their applicability depends on others than 

these factors . The degree in which a directional relation between the object LE and the 

referring front RF-l(RO, d) is fulfilled in general bases on two influences, that are 

- difference between the distance of the objects and a 'nominal distance', and 

- lateral deviation of the located object from an 'ideal deviation' 

We won't refer to the computation of the distance of two objects (on interest, see 

[M091], p. 71-76). Instead, our aim will be to develop a method for computing the lateral 

deviation of a point from an 'ideal position' and combine these 'point deviations' to an 

'object deviation'. We only regard the case of a 'default view', that means, that the 

direction of view runs in direction of the z-axis, parallel to the x-z-plane. This state can 

simply be achieved hy rotating the scene. The total lateral deviation then results from two 

deviation values representing the lateral deviations in two planes that are olthogonal to the 

vector d defined by the rela tion . For illustration, using the relation behind, the total 

deviation results from the deviations to the lcfthight and to the toplbottom. 

We usc in the following the function 

that computes the point or Graph_Ohj with c I-eo-ordinate extreme 'in context E I' and C2-

co-ordinate extreme in sense E2, e .g ., extreme_point(x:max, y:min, LE) computes the 

point of LE with maximal x-eo-ordinate and minimal y-co-ordinate. We shall illustrate the 

computation of the average latenll deviation by the deviation to the leftlright of an object 

LE using thc relation hehind. We shall usc the following denotations: 

ROx := extremc_point (x :min, y:max, RO) 

ROx := extreme_point (x :max, y:max, RO) 

LEx := extreme_point (x :min. y:min, LE) 

LEX := extrclI1c._point (x:max. y:min. LE) 

We rirst concentrate to the computation or the lateral deviation of a single point from the 

refcrring front of RO. Using thc definitions introduced above, we define a function rod 

that computcs thc lateral dcv iat ion to the left/right of a single point by : 
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roo (P, RO) = 

y 

I 
x-val(P) - x-val(ROx ) 

arctan y-val(P) - y-val(ROx ) 

I 
x-val(ROX) - x-val(p) 

arctan 
y-val(ROX) - y-val(p) 

direcctest (P, ROx' RO
x

) 

Deviation 
'1:0 the left 

if x-val(P) < x-val(ROx) 

if x-val(P) > x-val(RO x) 

otherwise 

Dev~ation 
to the right 

I ••• IRd I 

x 

Fig.5 : Computation of the average lateral deviation 

x 

The third case in the definition of rad handles points P lying in the area that is marked by 

dots in fig.5, for this requires special treatment. In many cases it is sufficient to test 

whether P lies 'behind the line ROx-ROx'. Regarding only convex objects, this is a 

sufficient condition for objects lying 'behind RO'. Otherwise, it is neither a necessary nor 

a sufficient condition (cf. [M09I], p. 54) so that we refine the function by the test if there 

is a plane RFi in the referring front RF of RO so that P lies 'behind the plane', i.e., if fi is 

a function of the form fi(x,y,z)=O describing the plane RFi, and IPRO is a point in the 

interior of RO, then P and IPRO must be situated on different sides of the plane described 

by fi, i.e., fi(P) * fj(IPRO) ::; O. We obtain the following function: 

direcctest'(P, ROx, ROX) = 

rO 
~ 
lrc 

if:3 RFi E RF: x_ val(RFix) ::; x_ val(P) ::; x_ val(RFiX) and 

fi(P)*fi(IPRO) ::; 0 

otherwise 
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Here, fyO is the function describing the line ROx-ROX, that is 

The value of rad is set to 1t for the ease that P does not lie 'directly behind' RO because 1t 

represents the maximal deviation. A deviation of <P > 1t in direction 8 would correspond 

to a deviation of 21t-<p in direction -8. The test can be performed efficiently, because the 

number of planes in RF is finite. 

Theoretically, we obtain as an average value for the total leftlright deviation or the 

RF(LE, d) the value 

f (rad(P, RO)) dP 

RF(LE, d) 
md 1 f /. 1 (LE,RO,behind) =---------

c t ng 1t area(RF(LE, d)) 

It is obvious that for referring fronts which are built up a bit more complex, it will be 

nearly impossible to compute this exact value. Instead, we shall choose from RF(LE.d) a 
finite set of points which arc representative for the front. These are especially points 

where the behavior of the function describing the referred front changes, e.g., points or 

intersection between edges of the front (ef. [M091], p. 81-84). Therefore, in the 

following we assume RF(LE, d) to be a finite set {PI, ,,. , Pn } of points. 

We thus combine the deviation values for the points of RF(LE, d) to a total deviation 

value by computing the arithmetic mean value of the points corresponding to the distance 

of them. For single deviation values <Pi = rrrd (Pi, RO) we so obtain an average deviation 

value by 

2 

n-l 
L I (P, PI) 

i= 1 x 1 1+ 

mdleftJright (LE,RO,behind) =--------------

(<p +<p ) 
i i+l 

P - P 
n 1 

where Ix(Pi, Pi+\) is the x-distance of the points Pi and Pi+\, i.e., 

The deviation to the toplbottom is computed the same way. 
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We so obtain three values, namely two values <j>meanl, <j>mean2 representing the lateral 

deviation and one representing the difference between the distance of the objects and a 

nominal distance. These factors are to be valuated by functions with values in [0, 1] . 

These functions should also consider certain influences like the object size (cf. 3.2). We 

introduce functions ~ for valuating the object distance and 0 for the lateral deviation. The 

graph of these functions resembles to the Gauss bell-shaped graph, and results from 

following definitions: 

~ : Graph_Obj x Graph_Obj x Real x Real --7 [0, 1] 

~(LE, RO, dO, E) = exp[-dp * E * «distance(LE, RO) - dO) / S)2] 

where distance is a function computing the distance of two graphic objects and S 

represents the average size of LE and RO. do is the nominal distance defaulting to zero 

and is set by statements like 50 yards Left of. Eis a factor for upsetting the graph when 

the relation is refined by strictness specifications like exactLy or about . It causes the 

intensification or diminution of the influence of the object distance compared with the 

normal case . dp serves for the same purpose but can be set by the user for testing 

different valuation functions. Fig. 6a illustrates the qualitative graph behavior of~, using 

three different values for the parameter E. 

,~ 

" 
- Strictness : Unspecified 

0,4 

0,2 

-320 -240 -160 -RO o 

\ 

I 

\ 

gO 

- Strictness: About 

- - Strictness : Exact 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

160 

" " "- '-
240 

DilTcrcncc to oh.iect distance to nominal distance 

Fig 6a : Graphs for the valuation functions for the object distance 

For valuating the lateral deviation we ohtain 

0: Real --7 [0, 1] 
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r ° if I q> I ~ 1[/2 

b(q» = ~ 
l exp [ - (1 / ..J2) * ap * q>2] otheIWise 

ap is a factor that serves the same purpose like dp in the definition of 1;. Figure 6 

illustrates the behavior of the function b for several values of ap. 

-1[/2 -1,2 -0.8 

, 
, , 

I , 

. , 

0,4 

0,2 

I , 

-0,4 ° 0,4 
Lateral deviation 

, , 

-- ap =1[/6 (standard) 

- - ap =1[/8 

, , 

ap =1[/16 

0,8 1,2 1[/2 

Fig.6b : Graphs of the valuation function for the lateral deviation with different values 
for the factor ap 

Using these valuation functions, we obtain as total valuation for the relation R (LE, RO) 

the value 

R (LE, RO) = b(q>meanl) * b(q>mean2) * I;(LE, RO, do, £) 

The value range of this function can now be divided into intervals which correspond to 

discrete values (abstraction of value range), e.g. : 

R discrclc(LE, RO) = 
r true 

~ undefined 

l false 

if R (LE, RO) E [0.7, II 

if R (LE, RO) E 10.3, 0.71 

othelwise 

In the following section, we shall illustrate how the method of referred fronts works for 

the six basic spatial directional relations, and introduce a method for handling composed 

directional relations. 
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4. Geometry Based Computation Functions for Spatial Directional Relations 

4.1 Denotations 

In the following, we assume the existence of a function distance for computing the 

minimal distance of two objects, and of the functions ~ and b for valuating the distance 

and deviation values. Further, we suppose that we can compute the referred front 

RF(LE,d) of an object LE relative to a direction vector d as a finite set of points, and the 

referring front RF(RO, -d) of an object RO as a set of planes. 

We then say: 

Def.: If R is a basic directional spatial relation in default view, then KE {x,y,z} is the 

location co-ordinate of R, if 

\fLE \fRO: R (LE, RO) > 0 ~ :3Pl E LE, P2E RO : K-coord(Pl) < K-coord(P2) 

or 

\fLE \fRO: R (LE, RO) > 0 ~ ::3Pl E LE, P2E RO : K-coord(Pl) > K-coord(P2) 

That means: R E {/efcoj, right_of } ~ K = x 

R E {inJronCof, behind} ~ K = Z 

R E {above, below } ~ K = Y 

The applicability of R (LE, RO) stands for a deviation of LE from RO in direction 

K, i.e., e.g., if LE is left of RO, then there are points PLE of LE and PRO of RO 

such that PLE <x PRO· 

Def.: If A E {x,y,z} is not location co-ordinate of R, then A is called deviation co

ordinate of R. Each directional relation thus has two deviation co-ordinates. The 

degree of applicability results from the deviations of the located object LE in 

direction of the deviation co-ordinates. 

Def.: If R is a basic directional relation with location co-ordinate K, then rei E {<, >} is 

called geometrical comparison operator of R, if 

\fLE \fRO: R (LE, RO) > 0 ~ :3Pl E LE, P2E RO : reI (K-coord(Pl), K-coord(P2» 

Def.: If reI is the geometrical comparison operator of R, then we callfrel the selection 

function of reI, if 

{

mIll 

frel := 

max 

if reI = < 

if reI = > 
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4.2 Basic Directional Relations 

The analysis of each of the six basic relations R bases on three factors, that are the lateral 

deviations of LE in direction of the deviation co-ordinates of R , and the distance of the 

objects LE and RO. From that, we come to an algorithm for computing the value of R 

(LE, RO) in three steps: 

(1) Rotation of the objects LE and RO to default view . The necessary rotation angle 

depends on 

- the direction of view in deictic view 

- the location of the intrinsic front of RO in intrinsic view, or 

- specific influences (earth gravitation, direction of movement) in extrinsic view 

For exact computation, we refer to [M091], p.90-91. 

(2) Analysis of the lateral deviation in direction of the deviation co-ordinate 

Given K as the location co-ordinate of R, and PAL , ... , PAn as the points representing 

the referred front of LE in the K-A-plane (for the computation of PAj, cf. to [M091], 

p.81-83) in order of ascending A-co-ordinates . FUlther may ROAI and ROA2 be the 

extreme points of the referring front in the K-A-plane, i.e., the points with minimal 

or maximal A-co-ordinate, respectively. 

We compute the single point deviation angle;., (PAj) of the point PAi = (x,y,z) by : 

r arctan(A-coord(RO,d -P,d)/K-coord(RO,d -P".,i)) 

1

0 if RO,d <A PAj <A ROA2, 
. RFj with fRFj(X,y ,z) 20 

and there is a 

1 rr if ROA[ <A PAi <A ROA2, and there is no 
I RFj with fRFi(x,y,z) 20 

l arctan(A-coord(PAi-ROA2)/K-coord(PAi-ROU)) 

Here the functio n <A (>A, ~A' 2A) compares the A-co-ordinate of two points in 

space, i.e. , PI <A P2 <=> A-coord(P)) < A-coord(P2) . 

This method is only guaranteed to work correctly on convex reference objects. An 

expansion to concave objects based on reduction to convex object parts is given in 

[M091] . This expansion shall not be discussed in here because it introduces no 

essential new ideas but only a refinement in computation. 

We obtain for each of the deviation co-ordinates A E {A1, A2} a set MA of deviation 

angles, that is MA = {Uj I Uj = angleAi(PAij)' j = l .. n}. From that, we compute the 

mean lateral deviations by 
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(3) Using the method introduced in [M091], p. 71-76 for computing the distance of 

spatial objects, and the valuation functions ~ and 8 introduced in [M091], p.77-81, 

we compute the degree of applicability of the directional relation R by: 

R(LE, RO) = 8(mdA,I(LE, RO» * 8(mdA,2(LE, RO» * ~ (LE, RO, do, E) 

with the standard values for do and E . 

For a visualization of the computation formula angle (P) compare to Fig.7. The 

handling of the points PI, ... , P4 corresponds to the cases 1-4 in the computation 

formula of the function angle. 

y 

(~ase DPI 

RO 
Al 

x 

Fig.7 : Computation of the lateral deviation 

4.3 Com posed Di rectional Relations 

I I' R 1 and R2 are directional spatial relations, we call R a composed spatial relation if 

R results from R 1 and R2 by a composition of RI and R2 by a logical operator. We here 

only preoccupy ourselves with the operators AND and OR. In [M091] several methods 

for handling composed relations are introduced. Traditional methods of computing the 

conjunction of ful.l.Y values like multiplication or using the minimal value (for conjuncted 

relations) do not work as one can easily imagine by examples. Other methods base on the 

combination of the referring fronts corresponding to the relations R 1 and R2 . We will 
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only show the method used in the implementation COUGAR, describing first the method 

for handling conjunctions and, based on that, disjunctions. 

In the following, we presume that the relations to be combined do not exclude, i.e., the 

relations are not inverse. We then compute the degree of applicability of the conjuncted 

relation Rl AND R2(LE, RO) similarly to the method for analyzing basic directional 

relations. We compute a new referring front, using a new direction vector d that results 

from the combination of the direction vectors d 1 and d2 of the relations R 1 and R2. For an 

illustration, cf. to Fig.8. 

y 

x 

Fig.8 : Intended interpretation of conjuncted directional relations 

We only value the intersection area of the single relations at positive values. If Ki and 

Ai.], Ai .2 are the location rcsp. deviation co-ordinates of the relation Ri, il cnsucs that 

{Al.l' Al.2} n {A2.1, A2.2} :f. 0. Without restriction of the generality shall Au = A2.1. 

We see that the degree of applicability of both relations uses the deviation in direction 

Au = A2.1. We thus compute the deviation angles angle)JP) for each point P of the 

referred front of LE by : 

-angle;U.l (P) as usual as deviation in direction Au, and 

- angle;..,1.2®)'2.2 (P) = min(2 * angle;..:(P), n) 

We multiply the value of angle".'( p) by 2 to adapt the smaller interval l-nI4, nl41 of 

positive valuations to the usual interval [-nI2, nI2]. The value angle;...'(P) computes as 

visualized in Fig.8. 
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The computation of disjunctions of directional relations is still easier, it can even be 

completely realized on the propositional level, i.e., only using the values of the 

constituent relations. We use the formula 

Rl OR R2 (P) = {~l (LE, RO) 

R2 (LE, RO) 

if Rl(LE, RO) > 0 and R2(LE, RO) > 0 

ifRl (LE, RO) > R2 (LE, RO) 

ifRl (LE, RO) ~ R2 (LE, RO) 

The valuation obtained by this is shown in Fig.9. The whole hatched area obtains 

positive valuations for the relation Rl OR R2, the intersection of the areas of positive 

valuation for the single relations R 1 and R2 gets the maximal valuation 'I'. 

y 

rea POSI va on 
of the relation 'left_of 

x 

Fig.9 : Disjunctions of directional relations 

4.4 Other Spatial Relations 

We won't enter closer into the handling of the other spatial relations, especially the 

topological relations like in, at or between. Under the presumption that there are no 

partial intersections hetween spatial objects in the scene, the relation in can be handled 

quite easily. The relation at only bases on the object distance, and can thus be seen as a 

special case of the directional relations, namely a directional relation without the influence 

of lateral deviations . The relation between can be reduced to directional relations . By 

rotating the ohjects LE and RO J, R02 it is always possible to achieve that the relation 

hetween (LE, RO J, R02 corresponds to the directional relations inJroncof (LE, RO 1) 

and behind (LE, R02). So we can compute the lateral deviations of the relation between 

to : mdhctwccl1_rotatcd( LE, RO J, R02) = max {mdvor(LE, RO J), mdhinter(LE, R02)} 

(for more information, cf. I Mo91], p. 84-89). 
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5. COUGAR - A Computer Supported System For Spatial Relation Analysis 

COUGAR is a system implemented in Common Lisp on Symbolics lisp machines. It 

primary aim is to visualize the methods of different algorithms for analyzing spatial 

relations, and compare these algorithms as for time complexity and correctness. The 

system allows the user to create own scenes and apply his algorithms to them. For the 

implemented algorithms (method of referred fronts, and simplified centroid method 

which reduces all objects to center points and then tests the spatial relations of these) there 

COUGAR - Computeruntersti.itze geometrische Analyse von Raumrelationen 
System Scene Handling Inferences Clear Output-Windows Help Quit 

Scene: Test 

Graphic 

Fig.lO : User interface of the system COUGAR 

.. Load Scene 

.. Insel1 object 

.. Modify object .. 
Dialogue 

lease select object 

Izosen object: Box-l 

Output 

is an optional trace mode for a better visualization of their proceeding. FUl1 her there 

exists a component for measuring the runtime of an algorithm, applied to objects in the 

scene. 

Fig.1 0 shows the main menu of the system. COUGAR is completely mouse controlled, 

but for a faster handling all the commands can also be typed in by keyboard on any menu 

level. We shall now briefly explain the meaning of the single sub-menus. 

The menu System offers features for resetting the system variables, setting system 

parameters and a system information. Scene Handling offers menu points for creating 

scenes and inserting resp . modifying objects in a given scene by mouse. Inferences 

offers the following features for handling spatial relations: 
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(i) Relation verification 

~ The user enters a relation, an (optional) relation specification and several objects 

that serve as reference and located objects. The system computes the degree of 

applicability between the objects 

~ :- R(LE, R0 1, ... , ROn) 

(ii) Relation inspection 

~ The user specifies reference and located object, and COUGAR computes the 

spatial relation with maximal degree of applicability 

~ :- ?R (LE, R0 1, ... , ROn) 

(iii) Object inspection 

~ The user specifies an object in the scene serving as reference objects (or two 

objects when using the relation between) and a relation, and CO U GA R 

investigates the objects LE in the scene, so that the degree of applicability of the 

relation, applied to the chosen reference objects and LE is maximal 

~ :- R(?LE, ROb"" ROn) 

We do not want to deepen the ideas on which the relation inspection and the object 

inspection base. On interest, we refer to [M091], chapter 5, where the proceedings are 

intensely discussed . 

The menu Clear Output Windows allows [he user to refresh the three windows. The 

menu point Help can be found on any menu level and causes a help message on the 

menu points of the actual menu to be displayed on the in the output window . 
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6. Conclusion And Further Work 

Not all aspects of spatial relations are completely resolved by the system COUGAR and 

the method of referred fronts used in it. This chapter will show up the main weak points 

of this method. 

1 .) Object inspection 

COUGAR uses a quite primitive proceeding for computing the located object LE in 

the scene for which the degree of applicability is maximal. Except for some minor 

improvements, the system tests the relation for all the objects in the scene. It can be 

easily seen that this proceeding is not senseful, especially if there are a lot of objects 

in the scene. The system lacks in an additional data structure that allows to conclude 

an object (i.e., the object's name) from its position, instead the position from the 

object, as the actual data structure does . The basic idea for an efficient 

implementation of the object inspection is to compute the 'areas of maximal degree of 

applicability' relative to the reference object and the relation, and coming from this 

area, detect the objects that are lying in it. [M091],p.l21-128, introduces informally 

a method for representing spatial knowledge that allows the conclusion of an object 

from its position. 

2.) External influences 

COUGAR only regards influences to the analysis of spatial relations that come from 

the located object and the reference objects themselves. But over that, we can still 

have influences by other objects, e.g., a wall or any other obstacle impenetrable for 

the regarding agent hetween reference and located object can eventually diminish the 

degree or applicability or the spatial relation between them. The problem here is that 

it is quite difficult to detect objects in the surrounding of the regarded objects using 

only the data structure introduced. A second data structure, as shown under 1.), 

could solve this prohlem (cf. also [M091], p.121-125) . 

3 .) Extensions of the data structure 

The introduced data structure is not capable of representing all kinds of geometric 

ohjects, although they can all be approximated as nearly as desired . For an exact 

representation, we need some modifications to the data structure (cf. [M091], p. 

l26-l2X) . The quest io n indeed is if it is necessary to do so, namely if approxi

mations won't do i the majority of cases. 

4 .) FUl1her query types 

COUGAR only offers three hasic types of queries, namely relation verification, 

relation inspection and ohject inspection. There are lots of more query types imagi

nahle of which the most impol1ant shall be introduced here: 
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Location inspection ~ :- ?R (LE, 7RO*) 

~ We here don't ask for the relation of LE to a special object but for the location of 

LE itself, i.e., we ask 'Where is LE 7'. This requires first the choice of one or 

more suitable reference objects, and then the determination of the relation 

between them. As we see, we have a similar problem as under 1.), i.e., we have 

to locate RO by its position close by LE 

5.) Integration of time 

Time and space are domains in knowledge representation that are closely related, not 

only in their way of representation. The representation of movements requires both, 

representation of space as well as of time. If we can also regard moving objects, it 

will be possible to handle dynamic relations as past or along. In general, spatial 

relations must be extended by a time slot, showing up the time of validity of the 

relation (R (LE, R0 1, ... , ROn' t). We so obtain two demands: 

(i) Adequate representation of moving objects, and 

(ii) Integration of 'time inferences' 

The first demand shall not be treated nearer in here, and refer to [ABHR86a]. The 

second point refers to new inferences of which the most impOitant shall be specified 

here: 

(i) Temporal relation verification ~ :- R (LE, RO*, t) 

Temporal relation inspection ~ :- ?R (LE, RO*, t) 

Temporal object inspection ~ :- R (?LE, RO*, t) 

(ii) Time inspection ~ :- R (LE, RO*, ?t) 

t can here be either a time point or a time interval, a distinction problem that is well 

known in time representation. If t is an interval, it produces additional problems, 

e.g., if the degree of applicability of a relation R (LE, RO*, 1) shall be the minimal, 

maximal or average degree of applicability in the interval I (comp.[M091], p.128-

134). Eventually, we so obtain different type of queries, e.g. the question for the 

maximal (minimal, average) degree of applicability of a spatial relation in a time 

interval I. 

As we see, there are still lots of possible extensions to the COUGAR system. Future will 

show how the method of referred fronts will prove to be good. There are several other 

approaches to the handling of spatial relations (cf. [HP88], [Pr90] for the approach of the 

working group LILOG. and IABHR 86a] for the one of the VITRA project) . More 

examples arc shown up in IM091 J, p.137-142. An intensive comparison will show 

which approach is the hest for which problem, and perhaps, only a mixture between 

different approaches will really prove to be able to compete with human abilities of space 

representation and analysis. 
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